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Tonight on Nightly Business Report, stock slump to start September. What's in store for one of the worst months for the
market?.

The first regular commentator on the program was Alan Greenspan , then a private economist, who remained
as an NBR commentator until his appointment as Chairman of the Federal Reserve in  Please help improve
this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Few show producers will take the same interviewee. Paul
Kangas 's last broadcast for Nightly Business Report was on December 31, , ending a year run. NBR is also
seen internationally through Worldnet , the U. January  Prior to co-anchoring Nightly Business Report, he was
host and managing editor of the nationally syndicated financial television program First Business. Like any
business journalist worth her salt, Miller is thrilled at major merger announcements. This theme lasted until
April 27,  In the fall of , she was approached by senior management and asked to create a daily business news
program. Gharib anchors from the heart of New York's financial district, while Kangas remained at the
program's production center in Miami. Title cards and theme music[ edit ] This section does not cite any
sources. Miller is based in the New York regional office. The New York office is responsible for most of the
top business stories of the day, while the Washington, DC bureau takes on the politically oriented business
issues. But, as Claire Atkinson discovers, its coverage is a little more grown up. In July , Hudson was named
Managing Editor and Co-anchor, a newly combined position with both editorial and managerial responsibility.
A new theme, logo, and set for the show's Miami headquarters debuted on January 4,  Rodney Ward from
Linda O'Bryon in , [9] serving as executive editor and senior vice president through  The existence of a
morning edition is a little-known fact among PR pros, who should try pitching it, Miller adds. O'Bryon and
Merwin Sigale were the first co-anchors. On January 4, , the graphics were changed again; this time they are
modeled after CNBC's current graphics package which itself has been used since October  Its credentials are
rock solid. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. The program also announced the complete
closing of its Chicago bureau, leaving it with staff reporters only in New York and Washington, D. NBR
operates three reporting bureaus with full-time staff members as well as bureaus in Denver, Silicon Valley,
and Phoenix operated in partnership with the public television stations in those markets. The sale was first
proposed in February. March will see the debut of tax-tips month. Gary Ferrell also departed the company at
this time. Nightly Business Report has also been something of a training ground for business journalists. The
investment houses also put out a great deal of research, which helps her identify stories and trends. On April
30, , a new virtual theme[ definition needed ] was introduced to the show with new graphics and music.
Several additional members of the editorial staff were also fired. Sometimes sister show Morning Business
Report accommodates dropped items in its minute format, which is broadcast at 6 am by the affiliates. The
morning show is repeated with updates a few times before noon if news breaks early.


